This eight-volume set contains 602 essays that discuss individual dramatists and cover overview topics. Authors covered represent all time periods and all areas of the world.

FORMAT
Each essay provides ready-reference material such as birth and death dates and a list of the author’s major dramatic works. Each essay opens with a brief survey of the author’s publications in literary forms other than drama, and a summary of the writer’s professional achievements and awards. There is an extended biographical sketch that centers on the writer’s development as a dramatist and an extensive critical analysis of the writer’s major dramatic works. Following this discussion is a list of major publications in fields other than drama and an annotated bibliography of critical works about the author.

REFERENCE AIDS
Included are lists of major dramatic awards, a comprehensive subject index, a detailed time line of world drama history, a glossary of dramatic terms and movements and a comprehensive annotated bibliography. Adding to these tools, there are chronological, geographical and categorized lists of dramatists.

ABOUT THIS EDITION
Of the revised edition’s 538 profiles of individual dramatists, 79 are completely new essays. In addition to the entirely new author profiles, more than 110 profiles have been updated and revised to include the authors’ new works and achievements. The bibliographies in these and all other author profiles have been updated and annotated.
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Eight volumes; 4,786 pages
Illustrated
LIST PRICE: $499 ($659 CAN)
Critical Survey of Long Fiction
Second Revised Edition
Edited by Carl Rollyson
Baruch College
City University of New York

“In a world of glitzy electronic alternatives to traditional print reference sources, this staid and durable text remains a solid choice.”
—School Library Journal

“Like its predecessor, a staple for all reference collections.” —Choice

The series brings libraries in-depth analytical reference guides to the major writers of world literature. The series has an accessible style and format that allow readers to zero in on precise characteristics of an author’s work rather than merely receive a generalized discussion.

FORMAT
The first seven volumes of the Critical Survey of Long Fiction contain 463 essays, arranged alphabetically by author. They provide in-depth overviews of major authors in long fiction (novel, novella, and related long forms).

Beginning with dates and places of birth and death, ready-reference top matter includes a list of the author’s principle long fiction. A brief overview of other literary forms places the author in a larger literary context. Two longer sections, “Achievements” and “Biography,” follow.

The author’s work is described and examined in terms of its themes, typical concerns, characters, motifs, etc. The final section of each of the author essays, a bibliography, lists both classic and up-to-date resources.

REFERENCE AIDS
The Survey is illustrated with author photos and contains a glossary of literary terms, lists of authors by chronology, geography and category, plus a general index.

ABOUT THIS EDITION
This edition is drawn from the Critical Survey of Long Fiction, English Language Series, Revised Edition and the Critical Survey of Long Fiction, Foreign Language Series. The current work combines the most important and most often studied authors from both of the older sets. Of the 332 English-language authors in the revised edition, 298 have been retained, the remainder weeded because they are rarely or no longer taught; of the original 182 foreign-language authors in the 1984 foreign-language series, 103 were selected for inclusion in this Second Revised Edition. Of the combined 401 author essays, 138 have been substantially updated. To these have been added 62 new author essays, covering figures previously omitted or who, over the past decade, have earned their place in classroom discussion.
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Critical Survey of Short Fiction
Second Revised Edition
Edited by Charles E. May
California State University
Long Beach

“Recommended for all academic and public libraries.” —Choice

“I had some difficulty writing this review, as the books kept disappearing. The English teachers found out about them and would either come to the library themselves or send a student to borrow one or another of the volumes, ‘just for a minute.’ Their comments reinforced my judgment that this set is well worth having in the library.” —Book Report

The 515 essays revolving around short fiction are arranged alphabetically by author and provide in-depth overviews of short story writers. Each essay contains ready-reference top matter, including full birth and death data, substantial listings of literary works by genre and bibliographical sources for further study.

FORMAT
The main essay section details other literary forms - contributions to literature that the author may have made outside of short fiction and a discussion of honors, awards and accolades. The body of each essay is an analysis and survey of the major themes and techniques in the writer’s work, using specific titles for examples. Finally, there is a list of other publications by genre and an annotated bibliography.

REFERENCE AIDS
Volume 7 contains 29 overview essays (theory, history, world cultures) and over 350 author photos. Reference tools include a short-fiction chronology, general bibliography, glossary and awards lists. There are geographical, category and subject indexes.

ABOUT THIS EDITION
The award-winning Critical Survey of Short Fiction has come a long way since its introduction. The Critical Survey of Short Fiction is now over 40% larger and updated to reflect new titles and secondary sources. To the original 347 authors, it adds 133 authors completely new to the Short Fiction series. It combines over 350 author portraits with a new page design that makes all the information faster and easier to absorb. It includes 150 all-new essays along with updates on existing material, plus new geographical and categorized lists of authors, new awards, updated bibliographies and more.
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